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2 Flutes (2nd flute doubling Piccolo) 
2 Oboes 
2 Clarinets in B-flat  
2 Bassoons 
 
4 Horns in F 




Timpani (32’’, 29’’, 26’’, 23’’) 
 
Percussion (2 players) 
I: 2 Anvils (high& low; may be shared); Tam-tam (32’’); Suspended Cymbal (18’’); Chimes 
(Shared); Vibraphone; Marimba; Snare Drum; Tenor Drum 
 
II: 2 Anvils (high& low; may be shared); Triangle; Mark Tree; Suspended Cymbal (18’’); 
Tam-tam; Chimes (Shared); 5 Tom-toms (high to low); 3 Temple Blocks (high to low); 



































   Play key clicks as fast as possible and repeat for the duration indicated 
 
Percussion: 
       Scraping from center to the edge of Tam-tam with triangle beater 
          Rubbing paper rapidly over timpani  




sp     sul ponticello 
esp   extreme sul ponticello 
st      sul tasto 
ord   ordinary 
mv   molto vibrato 
nv    non vibrato 
 
  strong and short stroke on the side of bridge 
 










































In ancient China, about 4500 years ago, people had already identified different 
constellations and their moving trajectory. People used the Big Dipper to find direction 
and even gave some constellations very romantic names, such as Altair and Vega. On the 
other hand, in the modern age, young people would like to use zodiac signs for surmising 
and guessing other’s personalities. Even different dates are thought to influence a person’s 
horoscope, career, love, etc- and this influence can be long-term or short-term. From a 
broad point of view, I do trust this kind of comprehensive constellation theory. It’s 
definitely not pulled out of thin air. Just like the great Chinese ‘I Ching’ theory organized 
god, world and humans together and connected them in a series, I do believe all things in 
our three-dimensional world are connected to each other. Sometimes it is like a chain. 
Sometimes it is like a massive invisible net. In Buddhism, it is called Karma. In 
Christianity, this is called love. In the past, I always could feel a mystery and strong power 
from stars or from other dimensions, and I always had a lot of dreams which seem like my 
memories, but that are actually unreal.  Just like the universe singer’s poem said in ‘Three 
body problems’: 
 
I see my love, 
I fly next to her; 
I present her with my gift, 
a small piece of solidified time.  
Lonely markings are carved into time 
As soft to the touch as the mud in shallow sea. 
 
She covers her body with time, 
And pulls me along to fly to the edge of existence. 
This is a spiritual flight. 
In our eyes, the stars appear as ghosts; 
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tam-tam with triangle beater
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Rubbing paper (Tabloid 11x17) 


















Playing as fast as possible
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Keep at forte until 3rd beat






























Playing as fast as possible
Playing as fast as possible
Playing as fast as possible
Playing as fast as possible on random pitches
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Scrape from center to the edge of 
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Scrape from center to the edge of 
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